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1. INTRODUCTION 
In various fields of science and engineering, nonlinear evolution equations (NEEs), as well as their 
analytic solutions, are of fundamental importance. Since 1990 or so, much attention has been 
devoted to versions of the so-called tanh method, to directly construct traveling or solitary wave 
solutions to certain NEEs [1-11]. More recently, the so-called sine-cosine method was applied to 
find solutions to systems of NEEs [12,13], but finding more powerful methods and tools is still 
an important project. 
With the rapid development of computerized symbolic computation, the application of sym- 
bolic computation to the physical and mathematical sciences appears to have a bright future. 
There have recently appeared several studies on exact solutions to NEEs via using symbolic 
computation [10-14]. 
Zheng [15] introduced a transformation to find the solutions of the R-L-W equation, and then 
this transformation was used to obtain solutions of a wide class of nonlinear wave equations. 
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In this paper, we improve this method and apply it to systems of NEEs. The paper is arranged 
as follows. In Section 2, we give an algorithm of an improved hyperbolic function method. In 
Section 3, we illustrate this method by an example. Finally, in Section 4, some conclusions are 
given. 
2. ALGORITHM 
Consider a system of nonlinear partial differential equations (PDEs) in x and t 
Fl (U,V, ux ,vx ,u t ,v t , . . .  ) =0 ,  F2(u ,v ,u=,vx ,u t ,v t , . . . )  =0 ,  
where F1 and F2 are polynomials in the u, v and its finite partial derivations. 
STEP 1. Reduce the given PDEs to ordinary differential equations (ODEs) via the coordinate 
transformation u(x, t) = ¢(~), v(x, t) -- ~](~), ~ = k(x - At + c), where k and )~ are constants to 
be determined later and c is an arbitrary constant. 
STEP 2. Assume solutions of the following form: 
¢ (~) = ~ sinh i-1 w (bi sinh w + ai coshw) + a0, (1) 
i~ l  
m 
(~) = ~ sinh j-1 w (Bj sinhw + Aj coshw) + A0, (2) 
j----1 
where w is some specified function of ~ (e.g., ~dw __-- 1, d~- = sinhw, or ~d~ = coshw), and 
ao, Ao, a i ,b i ,A j ,B j  (i = 1,2, . . .  ,n; j = 1,2, . . .  ,m) are constants to be determined later and 
m, n are integers to be determined in next step. 
STEP 3. Determine m and n in (1) and (2) by, respectively, balancing the highest nonlinear 
terms and the highest-order derivative linear terms in the ODEs obtained in Step 1 (see [14,16] 
for detail). 
STEP 4. Substitute the formal solutions (1) and (2) into the system of ODEs constructed in 
Step 1, use the identity cosh2 w = sinh2 w + 1 to eliminate the higher powers of cosh w, and collect 
all terms with the same power in cosha w sinhZ w and set to zero their coefficients to get a set of 
algebraic equations with respect o the unknowns k, A, a0, A0, ai, bi, Aj, Bj (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n; j = 
1 ,2 , . . . ,m) .  
STEP 5. With the aid of Mathematica nd using the Wu-elimination method [17], solve for the 
above unknowns in the equations obtained in Step 4 to get traveling wave solutions of the given 
system of nonlinear differential equations. 
The Wu-elimination method is a tool to solve over-determined multivariate polynomial equa- 
tions. Let PEs: P1 -- 0, P2 = 0, . . .  , Pk = 0 be a system of over-determined multivariate poly- 
nomial equations, and Ps: P1, P2,. . .  , Pk the corresponding system of multivariate polynomials 
polynomials. A zero is a set of values for the variables of the P~s, which satisfy PEs. The purpose 
is how to find zeros of the PEs. It is well known that Ps can be reduced to a triangular set, which 
Wu calls the characteristic set, under a certain order using the Wu-elimination method in a finite 
number of steps. The procedure is similar to the Gaussian-elimination method. The advantage 
of this method is that it allows us either to obtain the zeros of PEs or show that there are no 
solutions to the system. 
We illustrate this method by an example. 
3. EXAMPLE 
Consider the system of nonlinear partial differential equations [18] 
ut + h~ + uu:c - e2uxzt = O, (3) 
ht + Us + (hu)~ + 52Ux~ -- O, (4) 
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which are called the variant shallow water wave equations and are obtained from the nonlinear 
shallow water wave equations by adding the dispersive terms -e2uzzt and &2uzzz. The parame- 
ters e and & are constants. 
Using the homogeneous balance method, Wang [18] obtained a transformation u=-12a2(ln ¢)xt, 
h = 6&2(In ¢)xx-1 ,  ¢ = l+exp(ax+bt+c) ,  a s = 1/2e 2, b s = &2/2a4, and then found the following 
solutions of system (3),(4), 
u(x, t) = - ~e sech2 x + - t  + c' , 
h (x , t )=- -~ sechS~-~e x+ e +c '  
if ab > O, 
u(x , t )=-~esech  ~ x-  t+c '  , 
1( ) 
h(x , t )=-~ sech22-~e x- - t  +c '  
if ab < O. 
In order to get additional traveling wave solutions of system (3),(4), we set 
u (x, t) = ¢ (~), h (z, t) = ~/(~), ~ = k (z - At -4- c), (5) 
where k and A are constants to be determined and c is an arbitrary constant. 
Substituting (5) into system (3),(4), we obtain 
-~¢ '  -{- ~1' + ¢¢ '  + )~e2k2¢ ' ' '  -- 0, (6) 
-~v' + ¢' + (~¢)' + ~Sk~¢" = 0, (7) 
where prime denotes ~.  
We suppose system (3),(4) has formal solutions of form (1),(2). It is easy to find that n and m 
are equal to 2 according to the Step 3, so (3) and (4) have the following formal solutions: 
¢ (~) = b2 sinh s w + a2 sinh w cosh w + bl sinh w + al cosh w + a0, (8) 
~7 (~) = B2 sinh s w + As sinhw coshw + B1 sinhw + A1 coshw + A0, (9) 
where w(~) is a specified function and ai, bi, Ai, Bi, ao, Ao (i = 1, 2) are constants to be determined 
later. 
With the aid of Mathematica using (8) and (9) along with -~ = sinhco, it is easy to show that 
¢1 = a2 sinhw + bl coshw sinhw + al sinh s w + 2b2 coshw sinh 2 w + 2as sinh 3 w, 
Cm = as sinhw + bl coshw sinhw + 4al sinh 2 w + 8b2 coshw sinh s w + 20a2 sinh 3 w 
+ 6bl cosh w sinh s w + 6al sinh 4 w + 24b2 cosh w sinh 4 co + 24a2 sinh 5 co, 
~/' = A2 sinh co + B1 cosh co sinh co + A1 sinh 2 co + 2B2 cosh co sinh 2 co + 2A2 sinh 3 co. 
Substituting the above terms into (6) and (7), respectively, and collecting all terms with the 
same power in cosha cosinh~ w (a = 0, 1 and f~ = 1,2,3,4,5) yields 
_,X¢l + ~Tt + ¢¢1 + ~e2k2¢m = (A2 + a2ao + albl - a2)~ + a2k2e2)~) sinh co 
+ (ala2 + aobl + B1 - blA + blk2e2)~) coshco sinhco 
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+ (A1 + alao + 2a2bl + 2atb2 - alA + 4alk2e2A) sinh2 w 
+ + + + 2a0b  + 2B2-  + 8b k    )cosh sinh  
+ (2A2 + 2a2ao + 2albt + 3a2b2 - 2a2A + 20a2k2e2A) sinh 3 w 
+ (3a la2 + 3bib2 + 6bl k s e2 A) cosh w sinh 3 w 
+ (3a2b1 + 3atb2 + 6alk2e2A) sinh4 w 
+ + + 24b k cosh  sinh 
+ (4a262 + 24a2k2e2A) sinh 5 w = 0, 
-A~'  + ¢' + (~?¢)' + 52k2¢ ''' = (a2 + A2ao + a2Ao + Albl + alB1 + a2k252 - A2A) sinhw 
+ (Ata2 + alA2 + bl + Aobt + aoB1 + btk252B1A) coshwsinhw 
+ (at + Atao + alAo + 2A2b1 + 2a2B1 + 2Alb2 + 2alB2 
+ 4alk252 - AIA) sinh 2 w 
+ (2a1A1 + 2a2A2 + 2btBt + 2b2 + 2Aob2 + 2aoB2 
+ 8b2k252 - 2B2A) coshw sinh2 w + (2a~ + 2A2ao + 2a2Ao 
+ 2Albt + 2alB1 + 3A2b2 + 3a2B2 + 20a2k2(~ 2 - 2A2A) sinh 3 w 
+ (3Ata2 + 3alA2 + 3Btb2 + 3biB2 + 6btk252) coshw sinh3 w 
+ (3A2bl + 3a2B1 + 3Atb2 + 3atB2 + 6alk252) sinha w 
+ (4a2A2 + 4b2B2 + 2462k252) coshw sinh 4 w 
+ (4A2b2 + 4a2B2 + 24a2k252) sinh 5 w = 0. 
Setting the coefficients of cosh~wsinh~w (a = 0, 1 and 13 = 1,2,3,4,5) to zero yields a set of 
over-determined algebraic polynomial equations with respect o the unknowns k, A, ao, Ao, ai, 
bi, A~, B~ (i = 1, 2). 
A2 + a2ao + albl - a2A + a2k2e2A = O, 
ala2 + aobl + B1 - blA + blk2e2A = O. 
A1 + alao + 2a2b1 + 2alb2 - alA + 4alk2e2A = O, 
a T + a22 + b 2 + 2aob2 + 2B2 - 262A + 862k2~2A = 0 
2A~ + 2a2ao + 2albl + 3a2b2 - 2a2A + 20a2k2e2A = 0 
3ala2 + 3bib2 + 6blk2e2A = 0 
3a261 + 3alb2 + 6alk2e2A = 0 
2a 2 + 2b~ + 2462k2e2A = O, 
4a2b2 + 24a2k2e2A = O, 
a2 + A2ao + a2Ao + Albl + alB1 + a2k252 - A2A = 0, 
Ala2 + alA2 + bl + Aobl + aoB1 + blk252 - B1A -- 0, 
al + Alao + alAo + 2A2b1 + 2a2B1 + 2A1b2 + 2alB2 + 4alk25 ~ - A1A = O, 
2a1A1 + 2a2A2 + 2biB1 + 2b2 + 2Aob2 + 2aoB2 + 8b2k252 - 2B2A -- 0, 
2a2 -b 2A2ao + 2a2Ao + 2A1bl + 2a1B1 + 3A2b2 + 3a2B2 + 20a2k252 - 2A2A = 0, 
3A1a2 + 3a1A2 + 3Bib2 + 3biB2 + 6blk252 = O, 
3A2bt ÷ 3a2B1 + 3Atb2 + 3atB2 + 6atk252 --- O, 
4a2A2 + 4b2B2 + 24b2k252 = O, 
4A2b2 + 4a2B2 -b 24a2k252 -- 0. 
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We solve this algebraic polynomial system using the Wu-elimination method [17], then obtain 
the following two classes of solutions. 
CASE 1. a l  = A1 = 0, b2 = -6k2e2A, a2 = ±6k2e2A, B2 = -3k2~ 2, A2 = ±3k2~ 2, 
2e2A 2 _ 2k2e4A 2 _ 52 52A _ 2k2e2~2A _ ~2a0 - 2e2A 
a0 -- 2e2A , Ao -- 2e2A 
CASE 2. a1=A1- -a2=A2=0,  b2=-12k2e2A,  B2=-6k252,  
2e2A2 _ 8k2e4A2 _ ~2 ~2 A _ 8k2e2~2 A _ ~2ao _ 2£2A 
a0 = 2e2A , A0 = 2e2A 
We use the separation of variables method to solve ~ = sinh w and obtain 
sinh w = - csch ~, cosh w = - coth ~. 
We find the following two types of traveling wave solutions for the variant shallow water wave 
equations (1) and (2): 
u (x, t) = -6k2e2A csch 2 ~ ~ 6k2e2A csch ~ coth ~ -~ 2e2A2 - 2k2e4A2 - 52 
2e2A 
52A - 2k2e2~2A _ 52ao - 2e2A 
h (x, t) = -3k252 csch 2 ~ -4- 3k2~ 2csch ~ coth ~ + 2e2A 
2e2A2 _ 8k2e4A2 _ ~2 
u (x, t) = -12k2e2A csch 2 ~ + 
2e2A 
~2 A -- 8k2e2~2 A - 62a0 - 2e2A 
h (x, t) = -6k252 csch 2 ~ + 
2e2A 
where k and A are arbitrary constants and ~ = k(x - At + c). 
On the other hand, we can set ~ = coshw, and again use the separation of variables method 
to get its solution 
sinh w = - cot ~, cosh w = csc ~. 
Repeating the above process, we again find two types of traveling wave solutions for the variant 
shallow water wave equations (1) and (2) 
2£2A 2 - lOk2e4A2 - 5 2 
u (x, t) = -6k2e2A cot 2 ~ ~: 6k2e2A csc ~ cot ~ + 
2e2A 
~2A + 10k2e2~2A -~ ~2a 0 + 2e2A 
h (x, t) = -3k252 cot 2 ~ t= 3k2~ 2csc ~ cot ~ - 
2e2A 
u (x, t) = -12k2¢2A cot 2 ~ -{- 2c2A2 - 16k2e4A2 - ~2 
2e2A 
a (z ,  t) = -6k2~ 2 cot 2 ~ - 
2e2A 
where as before k and A are arbitrary constants and ~ : k(x - At + c). 
If sinhw and coshw are replaced by cosw and sinw, respectively, in (8) and (9) and we repeat 
the above process (the so-called sine-cosine method [12,13]), we find the following two types of 
traveling wave solutions for the variant shallow water wave equations: 
2e2)~ 2 + lOk2e4A2 _ 5 2 
U (x, t) = -6k2e2A tanh 2 ~ ~= 6ik2e2 A tanh ~ sech ~ + 
2e2A 
(~2A -b lOk2~2~2A - 52a0 - 2e2A h (x, t) = -3k2~ 2 tanh 2 ~ q: 3ik252 tanh ~ sech ~ + 
2e2A 
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u (x, t) = -12k2¢2Atanh 2 ~ + 2e2A2 d- 16k2e4A 2 - 52 
2e2A 
52~ d- 16k2e252A - 52a0 - 2e2~ 
h (x, t) = -6k2~ 2 tanh  2 ~ + 
2e2~ 
where k and  A are arb i t ra ry  constants  (i2 = -1 ) .  
If we set k = 1/2x/~e and  ,k = :hS/e in the  last system of solut ion,  then  Wang 's  result  is 
obta ined.  
4. CONCLUSIONS 
We used the  improved hyperbol ic  funct ion method to f ind so lut ions of equat ions  (3) and  (4) 
so that  several types  of solut ions are obta ined  which conta in  s ingular  sol i tary wave solut ions and  
per iodic  solut ions.  The  method can also be appl ied to solve other  systems of PDEs ,  such as the  
coupled KdV,  the  sys tem of var iant  Bouss inesq equat ions,  and  the  dispersive long wave equat ions  
in 2+ 1 d imensions.  Th is  method puts  forward another  way to f ind solut ions of non l inear  evo lut ion 
equat ions.  
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